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JAMES FIELD│(VICKY) YUAN GAO│MEGAN HAMILTON│FANG HE
SERVICE DESIGN : ID 6215

PART I.

Introduction

NewQueue is a Wayfinding
Service that helps provide
First-Time Guests with an easy
and welcoming start to their
museum journey.

The Museum that
Meets Me

Welcome to the High!

This Way, Please

Front Desk Direction

Smooth Ticketing
Experience

Off to a Good Start

Mapping it Out

Starting Exploration

No Boundaries

● Friendly, clearly visible signage
● Wider, curved queues
● Browsable place for maps and
wayfinding materials

ON SITE PROTOTYPING
Proof of Concept at The High Museum┃Queue Line and Table Testing

PART II.

Initial Research

First Impressions

Difficult to find correct entrance
‘Surprise’ greeters inside the museum
Is this sticker my ticket?
Unaware of full expanse of special exhibition
Not obvious where to start - and map didn’t help
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Mapping the Customer Journey
BEFORE

BEGINNING

x

x

DURING

AFTER

4 main
stages

21 steps

emotional
scale
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DISCOVERY PHASE┃Initial Visit│Group Customer Journey Map
PHASE

BEFORE

BEGINNING

ICON

Decide to visit the
HIGH.

Check website for
details and directions.

Hear from a friend
about the temporary
Iris van Herpen
exhibit at the High;
decide to go see it
this weekend.

Visit website to look
up opening times and
dates. How much are
tickets? Do I need to
buy in advance?
Special Exhibits? How
do I get there?
Parking is expensive!

Discuss time, dates,
travel. Buy tickets from
the website or by
phone? Where to
meet?

...

Consider new function:
Help contact and
arrange time with
friends to visit
together.

ACTIVITY

Arrange to meet friends

Travel to the museum
(via car).

Park on street; attempt
to find main entrance

Can also reach the
museum by walking
in Midtown, or taking
the MARTA to
Midtown Arts Center
station (1 block away).

Main entrance is
receded from street
within a facade of
white buildings.

Wait for friends outside

Purchase Admission
Ticket

Search for clues how to navigate?

Immediately after
entering building,
welcomed and
directed to 1 of 3
lines (with flags for
membership type) by
two greeting staff.
The staff may be
specific to certain
days only?(Two close)

Wait in line, then buy
a ticket from staff at
the main counter.
Given a sticker to
wear. There are some
museum materials
(brochures, etc.) at
the end of the main
counter, but these are
not in front of each
line and are not
immediately obvious.

Look for maps, flyers,
directions and
documents to guide
journey through
museum.

Consider the need for
staff to direct people
into marked lines - is
the line signage not
enough to guide
people? May be an
opportunity for
improved
wayfinding.

Make museum guide
materials more
apparent to new
visitors - potentially in
more locations, or at
each station along the
admissions counter..

...

Enter High Museum

Initial Greeting.

Entry through the
right revolving door
in building one.
Identical to the
‘leaving’ revolving
door next to it.
Regular doors flank
these, but signs
indicate that revolving
doors should be
used.
...

Attempt to locate tour

EMOTION

DESCRIPTION

...

OPPORTUNITY

...

Integrate street parking
with ticket purchase.
Extend visiting
experience to start at
parking.

No clear location to
wait for group inside
unless ticket has
already been picked
up.

Establish a waiting area
inside. Use down time
to help familiarize with
features.

Try to find location of
tour marked on map;
it is not indicated.

Find a map and flyer
with featured exhibits
nearby.

Add tour information
and other points of
interest to printed
museum materials?

PHOTO
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DISCOVERY PHASE┃Initial Visit│Group Customer Journey Map
PHASE

DURING

AFTER

ICON

ACTIVITY

Ask Staff about Tour

Explore Art in Bldg. 2

?

Ascending the Curvy
Ramp to Level 3

Walk across Level 3 to
Bldg. 1

Walk to Bldg. 3 (Anne
Cox Chambers Wing) home of Iris van Herpen
exhibit

Explore Iris van Herpen
Exhibit in Bldg. 3

Return to main Lobby.

Visit Gift Shop

Exit through Bldg. 1 and
walk back to Peachtree
St.

EMOTION

Ask 2 staff at an
information desk in
Bldg. 2 about the tour.
They indicate the
location.

The tour isn’t starting
soon, so explore
artwork (permanent
exhibits) in level 2 of
Bldg. 2.

Looked at the map on
the elevator in Level 2
of Bldg. 2; dark
shading, small text
made it difficult to
interpret.

Notice that there are no
regular stairs in Bldg. 2;
decide to brave the
ramp. Sunshine feels
nice.

Level 2 of Bldg. 2 is
blocked off for
construction, hence
using Level 3 to reach
the Anne Cox Chambers
Wing. Outside is very
cold - uninviting.

Anticipating the
temporary exhibit original inspiration for
the visit.

Enjoy exploring the art
on multiple levels of
Bldg. 3. Exit through the
ground level of Bldg. 3.

Feel satisfied, having
seen the temporary
exhibit. Decide to leave,
and backtrack to the
Lobby. In a bit of a rush
to make sure to get
back to the car in time.

Notice gift shop near
entrance to Bldg. 1 meander through shop
briefly, looking at
potential souvenirs and
memos of the trip. It’s
okay, there’s time!

Exit Bldg. 1 through main
revolving doors, walk
back across the grass
and Arts campus
towards Peachtree St.
Now in a rush!

Desk area looks official
and not so friendly.
Make staff look less like
security and more like a
team ready to help and
make your visit an
enjoyable one.

Tour could be more
noticeable as an option,
and if not in progress a
self-guided option
offered. Way to partner
up with another visitor
or group? When to
come back?

More prominent and
accessible signage for
benefit of all visitors.

Great open space with
lots of natural light and
architectural details but
could be made more
inviting or become a
work of art in itself.
Meeting place?

Warning to bring a coat!
Alternative routes? A
temporary suggested
route for navigating the
buildings during
construction to avoid
difficulties.

Preview of what’s to
come would be even
more exciting and help
draw people over to this
building.

Have an indication of
how many floors in total
to help manage time.
Elevators could be
easier to find and be
quicker to use.

Make it simpler to find
the exit and most
efficient direction to
reach certain locations
- parking, streets, public
transport, interesting
areas of the city.

Point out links to the gift
shop during the visit? A
physical version of the
online system of
recommendations? Let
people take an “in a
hurry” coupon to
redeem online later.

Potential to extend visit
into rest of the city. Are
there opportunities to
see art in the
community, street art,
local happenings, etc?
Help people to make a
review, share, or
comment while the
experience is still fresh
in their minds.

DESCRIPTION

OPPORTUNITY

PHOTO
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DISCOVERY PHASE┃Stakeholder Map│Version Following Feedback
PASSIVE RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP TYPES:

∞ COLLABORATIVE
$ MONETARY
√ SUPPORTIVE
⌤ CHALLENGING
♥ APPRECIATIVE
⇞ MANAGERIAL
? QUERYING

WOODRUFF IT
TEAM

ARTIST’S
AGENTS

√

∞

$√

OTHER
MUSEUMS

∞

MUSEUM
COLLAB TEAM

MARKETING,

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

∞

√

TEAM HIERARCHY

$

PHYSICAL

AND PR TEAM

⇞
∞
〰

HEAD
CURATOR

⇞

BORROWED
ITEMS

TOWARD THE VISITOR

$ √
PRINT AND
TRAD. PR

DIGITAL

$
∞

DONORS

$

$

$SOCIAL MEDIA,

WEB AND
SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGERS

(AND THEIR
WORKS OF ART)

∞

⌤?

SPONSORS

♥ $
∞

ARTISTS

∞ √

∞

FROM THE VISITOR OUT

MEDIA BUYERS

√

∞$

WOODRUFF
ARTS CENTER

AD PARTNERS

DOCENTS

MUSEUM
GENERAL
MANAGER

$ ⇞

MUSEUM
DIRECTOR

⌤

OPERATION
EDUCATION
TEAM

√

⌤

√
CURATORS

∞

?

ON WEEKENDS

√
EXPERIENCE
DESIGNERS

SECURITY

?

⌤

√

PUBLIC ⌤
TRANSPORT
STAFF

PARKING
ATTENDANT

1ST

3 OR 4 ON
RECEPTION

√

⌤

$ ⇞
⌤

$
♥

GIFT SHOP
STAFF
1 OR 2

⌤

$

⇞

√

⌤
⇞

$?

PHONE SALES /
SUPPORT
STAFF

$

⌤ ?

√

⇞

∞
√

∞

√
GIFT SHOP
MANAGER

$

MANAGER
GUEST
RELATIONS

∞

(BRAD)

√

∞
WOODRUFF IT
TEAM

WEB SALES
ADMIN

∞
√

∞

∞

∞

$

3RD

?

⌤
$ ⇞

√
√

2ND
TICKET SALES
TEAM

(EXTERNAL)

⌤ √

√

⌤

√

$

∞

∞

SINGLE

CITY GOVT.

EXTERNAL

⌤

√

WOODRUFF IT
MANAGER

√

√

CLEANING
COMPANY
MANAGERS

1 OR 2

COFFEE SHOP
MANAGER

CLEANERS

TEAM

COFFEE SHOP
STAFF

?
$

SECURITY
VENDOR

√

(SECURITY)

√
√

⌤

√
SPECIAL
EVENTS
COORDINATOR

FRONT DESK
STAFF

√

$
♥

INSIDE THE
ENTRANCE

MOVERS AND
FIXERS

INTERNAL
SECURITY
MANAGER

$

1ST TIME
AND/OR
INTERNATIONA
L

DOOR GUARD

ART
PREPARERS

VISITOR

♥

♥

⇞

⇞ $

COAT
CHECKERS

GREETERS

AUDIO GUIDE
STAFF

∞

√

PARKING
VENDOR

FOOD
SUPPLIER
STAFF

$

∞

MEMBERSHIP
TEAM

∞

GIFT SUPPLIER
STAFF

FUNDRAISING
/
DEVELOPMENT
TEAM
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First-Pass Service Opportunities

Must-sees from the Curator

Get started right,
and the rest will follow

Meet at the Greeter
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PART III.

Meeting with the High

IDEA GENERATION┃Service Opportunities│Museum Feedback

Initial Meeting
● With Education, Design +
Guest Relations teams
● Stakeholder map verified +
expanded
● Customer Journey Map
considered in detail
● Ideas for improvement:
considering early museum
experience
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Observations: Family Day

Large crowds outside for Woodruff campus
Long line backed up to enter the High
Three separate guest lines
ArtClix - exploring the app
Family play/rest area inside the museum
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Museum Input
● Discussed current wayfinding
issues + common questions
from guests

Rand Suffolk’s Five ‘I’s

● Discussed key museum goals
● Scoping the project: what
does success look like?
● Focus on ‘beginning’ stage of
the customer journey map

G.I.C.C.

Invention
Integrity
Innovation
Inspiration
Integration
Growth
Innovation
Connectivity
Collaboration

PART IV.

Focus on Wayfinding

Prioritizing Design Goals
Types of
Guests
● First-timers
● Families
● individuals

Reasons to
Visit
● Social
● Comfortable
● Learning

Reasons Not
to Visit
● Price
● Parking
● Intimidating

Importance
/Urgency

Pain Points

Effect

●

No allocated wait area

B

2

●

Third floor / mismatching floors

B

2?

●

“Where’s the restrooms?”

A

1

●

Hidden education basement

A

1 or 2

●

Can’t see the entrance

A

3

●

Woodruff vs. High Museum signage

D

2 or 3

●

Confusion with Memorial Arts building

A

3?

●

“Which path to take to enter?”

A

2

●

Expectations of art by genre

B

?

●

“Where can my kids play?”

A

1

●

“I’m lost and want to get back on track”

B

2 or 3

●

Only one way to access all floors (Skyway)

C

4

●

Can’t see/understand the doors

A

1 or 2

●

“Which line is for me?”

C

1

●

“Is that sticker my ticket?”

D

1

●

“I don’t know where to start”

A

1

●

Don’t know where to pick up a map

B/C

1

●

“How does the tour work?”

A

1 or 2

●

Signs are too small to read

B/C

3 or 4
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Brainstorming Solutions
Wayfinding artifacts

‘Family Friendly’

Initial Questions

Museum Values

Ticket/sticker use

Family friendly access

Where’s the restroom?

Inclusivity, Invention,

Lobby artwork confusion

Awareness of basement

How the tour works?

Innovation, Inspiration,

Ticket as a map

Where can kids play?

Which building is which?

Integrity, Integration.

Printed tools usability

Stroller chaos!

Where can kids play?

+

Temporary signage

Lack of rest/wait spaces

Growth, Innovation,

Understanding doors

Connectivity,

Map

Collaboration.

Play
Area

s

er
Lock

g
Parkin

Them
e
Park
s

Kid

s

Sticker
Books

Explain

Dynamic

op

ip
oll

Friendly

L

Relaxed

y
Da e
r
Ca

Big

er

Wond

Colorful

Ice
Cream

Alco
ho
Free l

Activities

Candy

tion

Loud

Peace
&
Quiet

Gentle

Educa

Slides
Wonder

Kids TV

Holidays

Me
et
Poi ing
nt

Tradition

Affinity
Dre
s
Up s
Word-mapping

Strollers

and
Lost nd
Fou

My He

ro!

Gifts
Out of
l
Contro
Meeting
Po
int

Day
Pass

Sticke
r
Books

Stories

Food

Alcohol
Free

Cartoon

Memo

ry
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IDEA GENERATION┃Service Opportunities│Three Proposals

Service
Elements

Artefact : Ticket

Artefact : Unfinished Sign (lobby artwork)

Artefact : Printed Tools

Family Friendly : Which Building is Which?
Initial Question : Where can my Kids play?
Museum Value : Integration
Affinity Words : Food + Education

Family Friendly : Stroller
Initial Question : How does the tour work?
Museum Value : Inspire
Affinity Words : Kids TV + Colorful

Family Friendly : Education Basement
Initial Question : Where’s the restrooms?
Museum Value : Collaboration
Affinity Words : Day Care + Candy

Theme Park

Kids TV Show

Treasure Hunt

Idea
Details

●
●
●
●

Theme-park inspired map
More visual. Make use of icons
Color coding of zones/areas
Integrate the sticker

●
●
●
●

Mobile device provided to aid navigation
Captures memories of the visit
Entertains small children along the way
Augmented reality function adds additional
layer of interest for children

●
●
●
●
●

Collaborative and interactive map system
Front desk create tailored recommendations
Key points highlighted and put in order
Specific adult vs. child time can be planned
Pick ‘n’ Mix approach to activities
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MUSEUM FEEDBACK
● How to make the museum more welcoming
and attractive to first time visitors?
● “Theme Park” idea is interesting and feasible
● Map is a continual area of difficulty
● ‘Stickets’ - logistic concerns
Other considerations:
● How can our service extend southern
hospitality?
● How can our service improve the visiting
experience, so that visitors want to come back?

Guiding Factors:
First-time visitors
Families
Maps
Queue System
“Theme Park”

BEGINNING

BEFORE

Future Customer
Journey Map

The Museum that
Meets Me

This way, please

DURING

Front Desk Direction

Front Desk Direction

Welcome to the High

Smooth Ticketing
Experience

Smooth Ticketing Experience

Mapping it Out

Starting Exploration

Off to a Good Start

Off to a Good Start

No Boundaries

PART V.

Prototyping & Testing

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVATION┃Service Blueprint│Actors and Actions

Journey Stage
and Visitor
Actions

ENTRY:
Visitor enters
through revolving
door.

CHOOSE
LINE:

WAIT IN
QUEUE:

TALK TO
FRONT DESK:

Visitors see signs
and choose their
line.

Visitors wait/pass
through the queue
lines.

Visitor interacts with
front desk staff, and
receives ticket.

Visitors leave desk.

VISIT MAP
TABLE:
Visitor walks around
toward map table /
plinth.

Visitors continue
onwards to explore
the museum.

Touchpoints

Revolving
Door

Queue Tags

Queue

Counter
Materials
Tickets

...

Materials
Plinth

Map & Additional
Signage

Front Stage
Actors and
Roles

Security Staff
guards the door,
may usher people
away from it if it’s
crowded (or open
additional doors)

...

Front Desk staff
motion the next
person in line to
come forward

Front Desk Staff
provides maps,
tickets and verbal
information about
museum

...

Front Desk staff
replenishes
materials

...

Security unlocks the
door

Creative Services
(Design) + /Staff
(Blue Shirts) /Front
Desk staff set up
signs

Stanchion Storage

IT/Ticketing People,
Membership,
CityPass/ External
Sales Partnerships

...

Support / Set up
Staff,
Printing (Creative
services) + Design

...

LINE OF VISIBILITY

Back Stage
and Support
Infrastructure
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Prototyping: What and Why
Queue signage placement

A new path

Location for maps

Easier guidance helps with
spotting the right line

Smoother and faster for guests
to negotiate the lines

More obvious access to
wayfinding materials

Whiteboard Sketches

Detailed Floor Plans
Version 1

Version 2

Actual Setup

FLOOR PLAN┃Advanced Version

Advanced
Setup

PART VI.

Insights & Next Steps

DEVELOPMENT PHASE┃Information Table│Sketch Developments

UPGRADED
STANCHIONS

ADD HELP
STAFF

ARCHITECTURAL
INSPIRATIONS

MODULARITY

COLOR CODED
QUEUE LINES

[2]
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE┃Information Table│Sketch Developments

MATCHING
MATERIALS

[3]

STRUCTURED
RIBBONS

[4]

ARCHITECTURAL
INSPIRATIONS

FLEXIBLE
SYSTEM
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Prototyping: Day 1 Insights
When it’s quiet, people take the shortest path
Multiple heights of plinth + table = bonus
Front Desk staff chats with guests and draws on
their map to show interest points
Curved lines work well for strollers and
wheelchairs
People paused at table and checked for other
info. May be an issue on busier days
Large group blocked entrance area
Exact setup varies with the time/day

DEVELOPMENT PHASE┃Information Table│Further Sketches

Museum
Feedback
● Must be
flexible
enough for
different
volumes

Info Table Design Development
COMBINING
TABLES

DIFFERENT
LEVELS

● Lightweight,
adaptable
system is
preferred
● Flat surfaces
can be messy
● Must be able to
keep
consistently
organized
DOCUMENTS
ON BOTH SIDES

GLASS FRONT
DETAILING
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Visual Cues Aiding Orientation & Navigation
COLUMN
SIGNAGE
BREADCRUMB TRAIL
LEADING TO
ELEVATOR

CURVED
INFO TABLE

ELEVATOR
SIGNAGE

GUESTS RECEIVE
RELEVANT INFO
AND ARE POINTED
IN THE DIRECTION
OF THE EXHIBITS

ELEVATOR
WRAPPED WITH
TEMPORARY
EXHIBIT

FRONT FACING
BANNERS
GUESTS QUICKLY
RECOGNIZE WHERE
TO GO FIRST

FLOOR
SIGNAGE
LEADS GUESTS
TOWARDS THE
MAIN EXHIBITS
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INFO AREA HELPS
DIRECT GUESTS
STAFF MAKE USE OF
NAVIGATION AIDS

CURVED LINES FOR
EASIER ACCESS

GUESTS ENCOUNTER
LINES DIRECTLY

NewQueue Summary
Easy to see lines
Curved for strollers and wheelchairs
Staff can point to environmental
signage
QUEUE LINES FACE
THE ENTRANCE

Info table for browsing of other
materials
Guests leave facing the right direction

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVATION┃Implementation Plan│Proposal

Service Rollout
LAUNCH
Presentation

LISTEN
Observe

ITERATE
●

Adjust the queue arrangements

●

Change map table location and design

●

Photo story to help explain service overview

●

Visitor behaviour at various times/days/events

●

Plan for unexpected and new scenarios

●

Demo equipment setup (and on-location training)

●

Staff actions for genuine insights

●

Redesign equipment for wear and tear

●

Provide business/experiential success metrics

●

Number of maps and other information

●

Troubleshoot a range of potential scenarios

Note: offering very exact layouts of stanchions is
impractical and too difficult to follow. Museum staff
took photos of the test setup and used that
successfully on successive days.

Visitor Interviews
●

At success points (elevator/bridge)

●

At fail points (lost/unsure visitors, asking for help)

Note: modularity is key to allow enough flexibility in
the system for museum staff to cater to emerging
scenarios and changing demands.

Quantitative
●

How many tickets per hour (?)

●

Time taken to move through the system

●

How many maps taken vs. number of questions
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Impact + Looking Ahead
● Delivered a low-cost, easy-to-implement service
intervention with promise for easier wayfinding and
improved guest experiences
● “More people go to the right line now... it’s easier to
navigate than when it was pointing [to the far wall].
The table helps a lot [because] we can engage
[guests]” - Audie, Front Desk Staff Member
● Enhancing queue setup for higher-volume guest flow,
and further testing with info table placement

THE END.

Thanks for Listening!

PART VIII.
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PART VIII.

Appendix

DISCOVERY PHASE┃Initial Visit│Group Member Insights

“I’m not sure if this
sticker is my
ticket?”

“The greeter positioned just inside the door
was a surprise. I wasn’t sure which line to join
and it made me feel confused”

“Finding my way
to the correct
entrance was a
difficult task”

“I didn’t know the
temporary exhibit
continued further
onto other floors”

“It wasn’t obvious where to start and
the map wasn’t much of a help”
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An interview with Liz Filardi and Karen
Plemons. Retrieved April 30, 2016, from
http://designthinkingformuseums.net/2015/06
/03/agile-user-research-at-the-met/

Secondary Research cont.
POLITICAL/ECONOMIC/SOCIETAL: Museum & Politics Conference 2014
http://museumspoliticsandpower.org/2014/09/09/
only-dialogue-moves-us-forward/

http://museumspoliticsandpower.org/2014/09/16/poli
tics-power-and-the-public/

Georgy Poltavchenko… highlight the city’s culture
as central to its future economic development…
museums play a positive role in society… It would
be a failure, he said, if we did not cooperate or
become overwhelmed by new political
circumstances (in regard to international tensions).

Hiba Qassar pled for better communication and a
higher level of engagement with the communities in
those countries, so the museums eventually
become much more relevant to the people there as
they are right now. Museums should activate their
social role to promote cultural diversity: “In order to
be united, we don’t need to be the same.”

Vladimir Tolstoy… He felt that museum workers
did not have a history of believing in the ideology,
but rather were dedicated to a higher value of
truth. He talked of the recent challenges of
international relationships… the problem when ‘big
politics interfere in museum affairs.’ Finally, he
reminded on the values of museums, which need
to be defended, and the as well the need to
restore our optimism towards the future of
museums.

POLITICAL/SOCIETAL: Michelle
Obama: Museums Don’t Make
Young Minorities Feel Welcome
http://dailycaller.com/2015/05/06/michelleobama-museums-dont-make-young-minoriti
es-feel-welcome/
Are art museums welcoming enough to minorities?...
At the opening of the new $420 million Whitney
Museum in New York City, the first lady spoke of a
“feeling of not belonging” in museums when she
was a growing up on the south side of Chicago…
“You see, there are so many kids in this country who
look at places like museums and concert halls and
other cultural centers and they think to themselves,
‘well, that’s not a place for me, for someone who
looks like me, for someone who comes from my
neighborhood.’ In fact, I guarantee you that right
now, there are kids living less than a mile from here
who would never in a million years dream that they
would be welcome in this museum.”

Amy Ballard (USA) reported on the National Museum
of African American History, due to open in 2016.
While she mentioned many groups and individuals
that were consulted in the process, it would have
been great to hear examples of when these
conversations did actually change the plans and in
which respect, especially as four big regulatory
agencies are involved.
Masum Momaya… Underlying this project were the
goals to create a sense of the different cultural roots
making America what it is now, and at the same time
to honor all the different, individual cultural
experiences that shaped it. Unlike other exhibition
projects, it did not start with browsing collections
and shaping the findings into a narrative. Instead,
relationships with communities are built and many
objects are crowdsourced (and still are, as the
exhibition is meant to change with time). Social
Media channels, especially Twitter, invite reflections
on the exhibition and are used widely. Internal
challenges included the rejection of certain ideas
and objects by the Office of Public Affairs.
Anatoly Budko… addressed the question of
museums being temples or experiments,
object-focused or Disneyland and came to the
conclusion, that museums act between those poles.

TECHNOLOGICAL: Virtual Reality Gallery
Exhibition Recreates What ISIS Destroyed
http://observer.com/2016/01/virtual-reality-exhibit-recrea
tes-what-isis-destroyed/
A new virtual reality exhibit allows gallery-goers to
“visit” a reconstructed 360-degree version of the
Palace of Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud — the 3,300-year
old Assyrian site destroyed by ISIS fighters last March…
As part of a movement to use technology as a means of
preservation and creation… The beta version of
“Nimrud Rising” invites visitors to wear virtual reality
headsets, which transport them to a comprehensive,
reconstructed version of the site and explain its history
and heritage.

POLITICAL/SOCIETAL/
TECHNOLOGICAL: Squaring the Circle?
Research, Museum, Public: A Common
Engagement towards Effective
Communication
http://publicus.culture.hu-berlin.de/umac/pdf/Alexandria.pdf
Museum education is considered nowadays as one of the core
functions of a museum. But how are the various messages to
be delivered to the museum audience conceived? Where do
the researchers, curators and educators meet? How does each
see their role as mediator? How to operate the magic
encounter which will allow any visitor to understand the most
difficult topics in order to be able to enjoy the wonders
exhibited in museums?
Reach in to Reach out! Strategies on the Way to an Inclusive
Museum

TECHNOLOGICAL: NYC’s Museums
Are Swapping Instagram Accounts for
Today

http://observer.com/2016/02/nycs-museums-are-swappi
ng-instagram-accounts-for-today/
In a citywide exchange taking place for one day only, 18
museums from New York, plus Liberty Science Center
in New Jersey, are featuring the art and artifacts from
the collections of their peers… The social media
partnership is inspired by a similar project spearheaded
by London museums in 2015… In New York, museum
staff were encouraged to visit their partner institution’s
collections prior to the swap… “The swap was an
opportunity to reexamine our collection through the
lens of another institution that also explores identity,”
said JiaJia Fei, the Jewish Museum’s director of digital…

One major finding from our many visits to museums worldwide
was, that we now think that it is most important to change the
old hierarchies in the museum and give more power to the
education departments, which are often the last to join the
exhibition development process. The role of the museum
educator should be treated with as much importance as the
curator and designer.
Collaborative Approach To Create Communicative Learning
Environment
It seems that no one in the twenty-first century refutes the
notion that museums are a learning place for diverse
audiences. Museums have been trying to deliver their
messages through their exhibitions and programmes. However,
they have many limitations and challenges in terms of efficient
delivery and communication. For example, when exhibition
space is limited and too long explanation panels tending to be
avoided by audiences. In addition, museum audiences with
diverse backgrounds from different age groups have different
needs and levels of understanding, so it is very challenging to
try and meet all of them at the same time.
I also want to emphasize that we should take a collaborative
approach in which various members such as curator, educator,
designer and visitor work together, in order to develop the best
possible communication tools and to create an active and
communicative learning environment in museums.

FURTHER DISCOVERY┃Group Visit│Family Day

“Crowd of visitors
pass through
revolving door”
“Three queues for
different visitors:
1. General
Admission
2. Member of
Express
3. Will call/Reserved
citypass”

“The High Museum has family rest area which
provides parents who bring their children with
an area for break”

“Outside of the High
Museum on Family
Day”

“Visitors can
download and use
ArtClix - the High
Museum official
app”
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SECONDARY RESEARCH┃Scenario Planning│3-5 Years Ahead

Clear physical navigation and
allows for personal exploration

PREFERRED

Community for art and
culture

POSSIBLE
Sensors embedded as
memo for visitors
Personal mobile devices
used for navigation
Smooth 020 system for
payment

Better guidance and
introduction

TODAY

AR embedded for novel
engagement with art

Interaction over static
exhibition
Easier indoor navigation

Looping projection
preview of content

Digital technology embedded
for richer content

PLAUSIBLE

PROBABLE

PLAUSIBLE

Entire museum experience
is synced and connected
Easier street parking

POSSIBLE

Enrich education with
participatory-design projects
The museum experience can be
planned and pre-booked

PREFERRED
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IDEA GENERATION┃Service Opportunities│Three Proposals

A service that solves arranging an
enjoyable/successful visit with friends
(2) by providing custom
recommendations from the curator (C)
and then checking how it goes/went
during your visit (i).

A service that solves how to know
where to start (3) by improving visitor
interaction at the front desk (B), and
continuing throughout the journey for
easier navigation (ii).

A service that solves building/enabling
cultural communities (iii) by rethinking
the visitor-greeter relationship (E) at the
point of arranging a visit with friends
(2).
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IDEA GENERATION
Customer Types

First timers:

Pain Points

Importance
/Urgency

Effect

●

Very young kids (family)

●

No allocated wait area

B

2

●

Families (learning/day out)

●

Third floor / mismatching floors

B

2?

●

To the High

●

To a gallery

○

Middle school & below

●

“Where’s the restrooms?”

A

1

●

To a museum

○

Tourists

●

Hidden education basement

A

1 or 2

●

Can’t see the entrance

A

3

●

Reasons to Visit

Individuals
○

Young professionals

●

Woodruff vs. High Museum signage

D

2 or 3

○

No college degree

●

Confusion with Memorial Arts building

A

3?

○

New life circumstances

●

“Which path to take to enter?”

A

2

●

Expectations of art by genre

B

?

●

“Where can my kids play?”

A

1

●

“I’m lost and want to get back on track”

B

2 or 3

Reasons Not to Visit

●

Social interaction

●

Price

●

Only one way to access all floors (Skyway)

C

4

●

Something worthwhile

●

Parking

●

Can’t see/understand the doors

A

1 or 2

●

Comfortable

●

Friends not interested

●

“Which line is for me?”

C

1

●

Challenging new experience

●

Too far to bother

●

“Is that sticker my ticket?”

D

1

●

Opportunity to learn

●

Awareness

●

“I don’t know where to start”

A

1

●

Active participation

●

Seems scary

●

Don’t know where to pick up a map

B/C

1

●

Comparatively less interesting

●

“How does the tour work?”

A

1 or 2

●

Too much effort

●

Signs are too small to read

B/C

3 or 4
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FEEDBACK
After communicating three new design proposals to the museum,
we received main feedback as follows:

Pictures?

● Particularly interested in how to make museum more welcoming
and attractive to first time visitors
● Our “Theme Park” idea was well received
● Finding the right map style is a continuing area of difficulty
● Some concern about how to make the stickers work logistically.
Printing special collectible stickers seemed like an idea that
could work and be adopted later
Other considerations:
● How does our service extend southern hospitality?
● How does our service improve the visiting experience so that
visitors want to come back?

Pictures?

BRIEF

Focus on first-time visitors
Families key guest group
Map as xyz
Prototype queue system
Consider “Theme Park”

SERVICE PROPOSAL┃Future Customer Journey Map│Before The Visit
PHASE

STEP

BEFORE

GET INSPIRED AND MOTIVATED

FIND THE FACTS ONLINE

MY FIRST TIME FOCUS

THE MUSEUM THAT MEETS ME

WELCOME TO THE HIGH

KEY ACTIONS

Decide to visit soon.

Actively pursue information necessary to
take next steps toward visiting by
checking the website.

Spend time engaging with the family/first
time visitor website sections.

Notice High Museum awareness
building branding in the area nearby.

See a clear welcome message outside
the building that instantly explains the
space.

DESCRIPTION

Hear from a friend that the High Museum
is a very welcoming, fun, and stress-free
destination to visit with all the family.
Decide to make the effort to visit in the
near future so turn to the web to start...

The website has more apparent
marketing towards families on the main
page. This makes it easier for the family
visitor to more quickly achieve their
goals.

The website provides an option for
family packages and passes. And they
can also easily get info about parking
price and suggestions, as well as any
other special events tickets. The family
can either purchase everything online or
onsite in-person.

Subtle but helpful instructions
positioned in useful spots in immediate
vicinity. Print directions on back of
parking tickets. Use wrap on curbs and
sidewalks leading up to the entrance.
Lamp post banners indicate the way.

Encounter signage in the courtyard
space that explains: 1. This is the High 2.
Artwork is spread across a number of
buildings 3. One ticket allows visitors to
see all exhibits and areas.

CUSTOMER
IMPACT

Word of mouth recommendations and
online review sites, inspire families to
choose the High for their next outing.

First-time family visitors feel more
explicitly welcomed to the museum, and
can see themselves visiting more easily.

There is a whole packet for family trip to
the High. The onboarding experience is
super easy and friendly.

It feels like the High is welcoming
visitors in. Comforting to know you are
in the right area and are being walked
through the first step of approaching the
museum

Helpful early glimpse into the
experience inside and the sense that
new visitors and the inexperienced are
welcome inside.

HIGH MUSEUM
RESOURCES

Focus on promoting the family-friendly
approach.

Adding content to the website to cater
to family visitors in a more prominent
fashion.

Offering family passes/ packages
(theme-park style) as an option,
advertised on the website.

Extend a welcome campaign into
external touchpoints where visitors first
arrive in the city before moving onto the
High.

New signage outside the front doors,
and more apparent High branding on
outdoor patio spaces/tables.

PHOTO
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SERVICE PROPOSAL┃Future Customer Journey Map│Beginning The Visit
PHASE

BEGINNING

LET US SHOW YOU AROUND OUR
HOUSE

STEP

THIS WAY, PLEASE

KEY ACTIONS

Immediately notice the highlighted door
and walk inside the Museum.

Move swiftly to the front desk while
noticing the members using the fast
self-service kiosks.

After receiving memorable ‘stickets’,
move to end of desk to pick up a map
and then continue in this direction.

Check map for starting suggestions and
get help choosing which self-guided tour
to take from lobby helpers.

Wait for friends/family members at the
meeting point then begin following
chosen tour.

DESCRIPTION

A simple highlight decal on or around
the correct door draws attention to it.
Enter through here into the Museum and
be guided by new queue area directly to
the front desk.

Members move to one side to self
check-in with their membership cards.
New visitors are brought front and
center and given the space and
attention to figure things out. Additional
membership benefit is demonstrated.

Receive tickets, then move along the
desk toward the bank of printed
materials. Pick up a map and some kids
activities.

Choose from a range of different time
duration and themed self-guided tours.
Get help from the clearly identifiable
helpers in the lobby to answer initial
questions and receive some
recommendations.

Some members of the group wait while
others use restrooms, deposit
bags/coats, etc. They can check the
signs and plan next steps. Identify tour
track and follow it throughout the
museum as if being walked through by a
host.

Avoids confusion and eliminates the
sense of not belonging by allowing a
quick and informed decision to be made.

Front desk is geared up for new and
inexperienced visitors. Returning visitors
can fast track past them.

It’s more obvious which direction guests
should move and where they can find all
the info they need for their visit.

Feeling of being informed and in control
from the very beginning of the
experience. Visitors are more aware of
tour options and different ways to
explore the museum.

Space provided for disorganised groups
to assemble and prepare. Other more
experienced visitors are not impacted.
Less frustration for all. Tour suggestions
help speed up decision process and
avoid confusion throughout the journey
round the art.

Design, produce, and apply simple
decals.

Open up the front desk and reroute the
queue channels to the front door. Add
kiosks inside for membership cards.

Extend and shape front desk to include
a printed resources area that also sends
people toward the intended start point.

Creation and production of new maps
(time duration, themed self-guided tours
and 3D maps).

Allocation of a tour meeting area with
new signage. Addition of tour indicators
around the museum.

CUSTOMER
IMPACT

HIGH MUSEUM
RESOURCES

‘FAST TRACK’ FOR MEMBERS

FRONT DESK DIRECTION

OFF TO A GOOD START

PHOTO
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SERVICE PROPOSAL┃Future Customer Journey Map│During and After
PHASE

DURING

AFTER

STEP

NO BOUNDARIES

FEEL CONNECTED + AT HOME IN
ATLANTA

Check the map on each floor to find a
specific exhibition or location (e.g.
restroom)

Being shown how to come back to the
garage and recommended where the
family can go next to continue exploring
Midtown Atlanta.

The map showing different levels and
buildings beside the elevator can
clearly direct customers to their
expecting location, like a special
exhibition, the restroom, etc. The
difference in floors of the three buildings
can be clearly presented and the floor
layout of each level is easily for visitors
to understand, which can allow them to
be quickly aware of where they are and
how they can go to a specific place.

After finishing up the whole trip in the
High, both the map on their hand as well
as the public directory will show them
directions back to the garage, or
MARTA. And they will get
recommendations on places they can go
next to further explore Atlanta.

CUSTOMER
IMPACT

There is no confusion on the map beside
the elevator, making it easy for guests to
navigate between the three buildings
(and special areas such as the education
area).

Customers will have a connected
experience even after visiting the High,
which makes the High as a hub for the
city, allowing them to discover more
around the area.Opportunity to
showcase ‘southern hospitality’ of the
High

HIGH MUSEUM
RESOURCES

Provide an updated map beside the
elevator showing different levels in
different buildings, clearly pointing out
the difference in floors among those
three, as well as where a certain place is
- along with an updated physical map
(corresponding visuals).

Have clear sign on both the paper map
and potentially a stand outside /other
locations, showing how customers can
go back to garage, marta station and so
on. Provide a list of recommended
places around the High, including
restaurants, places of interest,etc for
customers to explore after visiting the
High.

KEY ACTIONS

DESCRIPTION

PHOTO

Visual inspiration for future customer journey
[2]

Service Feature:
Suggested tours

Wall wraps and exterior
signage
1.

2.

3.

4.

RocVin. (2014). [Theme-based tour of
Berlin]. Retrieved April 6, 2016, from
http://www.rocvin.de/wp-conte
nt/uploads/2014/07/sightseeingtour_t
hemen_3.png
Frosted Vinyl Printing [Digital image].
(n.d.). Retrieved April 6, 2016, from
http://www.solutiongate.net/im
age//site_images/Products/frosty_viny
l_solutiongate_printing3.jpg
Marcus, A. (2015). [Travel to Delhi].
Retrieved April 6, 2016, from
http://www.andrewmarcus.ru/i
mg/travel/delhi-feb-2015/IMG_3177.jp
g
Ralph Appelbaum Associates, Inc.
(2010). Wings of Liberty 3D Floor Plan.
[Digital image]. Retrieved April 6,
2016, from
http://fortcampbell.com/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/WOL-3dfloo
r-plan-lag.jpg

[1]

Queue Flow Re-Design

3D Maps
[4]

Floor-based Navigation
[3]

First
version

Actual version

Second
version

Advanced version

PROTOTYPING┃First Iteration│Tuesday Morning 4.12

Signs were placed
inside the lines to
make it clear which one
they referred to.

Front Desk staff
member Andy asks
about people’s visit and
draws on the map to
show customers where
to find interest points.

A large group
completely
blocked the doors
and lines until

asked to
move by
security staff.

Realized it may be

Curved lines work

difficult to create

well for strollers and
wheelchairs.

very accurate
arrangements correctly
every time.

When it’s quiet
people will take
the shortest
route.

People saw the desk,
stopped, paused,
and checked for other
info. Standing here may
cause issues during
busier times.

Multiple heights
offered by plinth and
table combination was
an added bonus.
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DISCOVERY PHASE┃Stakeholder Map│Version Following Feedback
PASSIVE RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP TYPES:

∞ COLLABORATIVE
$ MONETARY
√ SUPPORTIVE
⌤ CHALLENGING
♥ APPRECIATIVE
⇞ MANAGERIAL
? QUERYING

WOODRUFF IT
TEAM

ARTIST’S
AGENTS

∞

$√
(AND THEIR
WORKS OF ART)

OTHER
MUSEUMS

∞

MUSEUM
COLLAB TEAM

∞

√

$

PHYSICAL

⇞
∞
〰

HEAD
CURATOR

⇞

BORROWED
ITEMS

PRINT AND
TRAD. PR

TEAM HIERARCHY

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

$ √

DIGITAL

$
∞

TOWARD THE VISITOR

DONORS

$

$

MARKETING,
$SOCIAL MEDIA,
AND PR TEAM

WEB AND
SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGERS

∞

⌤?

SPONSORS

♥ $
∞

ARTISTS

∞ √

∞

√

FROM THE VISITOR OUT

MEDIA BUYERS

√

∞$

WOODRUFF
ARTS CENTER

AD PARTNERS

DOCENTS

MUSEUM
GENERAL
MANAGER

$ ⇞

MUSEUM
DIRECTOR

⌤

OPERATION
EDUCATION
TEAM

√

⌤

√
CURATORS

∞

?

ON WEEKENDS

√
EXPERIENCE
DESIGNERS

SECURITY

?

⌤

PARKING
ATTENDANT

⌤

√

$ ⇞
⌤

$
♥

1ST

3 OR 4 ON
RECEPTION

√

GIFT SHOP
STAFF

⌤

⌤

$

⇞

√

⌤
⇞

$?

PHONE SALES /
SUPPORT
STAFF

$

⌤ ?

√

⇞

∞
√

∞

√
GIFT SHOP
MANAGER

$

MANAGER
GUEST
RELATIONS

∞

(BRAD)

√

√

∞
WOODRUFF IT
TEAM

WEB SALES
ADMIN

∞
√

∞

∞

∞

$

3RD

?

⌤
$ ⇞

(EXTERNAL)

√

2ND
TICKET SALES
TEAM

1 OR 2

WOODRUFF IT
MANAGER

√

√

⌤ √

√

⌤

√

$

∞

∞

CITY GOVT.

EXTERNAL

1 OR 2

COFFEE SHOP
MANAGER

CLEANERS

CLEANING
COMPANY
MANAGERS

COFFEE SHOP
STAFF

?

PUBLIC ⌤
TRANSPORT
STAFF

TEAM

SINGLE

√

$

SECURITY
VENDOR

√

(SECURITY)

√
√

⌤

√
SPECIAL
EVENTS
COORDINATOR

FRONT DESK
STAFF

√

$
♥

INSIDE THE
ENTRANCE

MOVERS AND
FIXERS

INTERNAL
SECURITY
MANAGER

$

1ST TIME
AND/OR
INTERNATIONA
L

DOOR GUARD

ART
PREPARERS

VISITOR

♥

♥

⇞

⇞ $

COAT
CHECKERS

GREETERS

AUDIO GUIDE
STAFF

∞

√

PARKING
VENDOR

FOOD
SUPPLIER
STAFF

$

∞

MEMBERSHIP
TEAM

∞

GIFT SUPPLIER
STAFF

FUNDRAISING
/
DEVELOPMENT
TEAM
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IDEA GENERATION┃Service Opportunities│Three Proposals

Service
Elements

Artefact : Ticket
Family Friendly : Which Building is Which?
Initial Question : Where can my Kids play?

Artefact : Unfinished Sign (lobby artwork)
Family Friendly : Stroller
Initial Question : How does the tour work?

Artefact : Printed Tools
Family Friendly : Education Basement
Initial Question : Where’s the restrooms?

Museum Value : Integration
Affinity Words : Food + Education

Museum Value : Inspire
Affinity Words : Kids TV + Colorful

Museum Value : Collaboration
Affinity Words : Day Care + Candy

An updated map, inspired by theme-park maps, which
shows bathrooms, kid play areas/activities, and other

A mobile device (tablet) provided by the High Museum that
can be attached to a stroller. The device can help with

A collaborative and interactive mapping system that allows
the front desk staff or website to create a tailored

relevant information for visitors in easily identifiable
symbols/information design:

navigation and also help capture memories of the visit and
entertain children:

experience based on individual needs/questions:
-

-

Idea
Details

-

-

Might show different categories of entertainment, and
other needs of guests. Color-coding on map and in the
museum space - making navigation engaging,
kid-centric or food-centric, fun. Navigation as an
incentive to explore?
Making the sticker more engaging, fun, themed for
kids/special events? Combining/integrating the

-

ticket/sticker (‘sticket’) with the map itself - a custom
design?
Different themes for signage?
One constraint = nomenclature for certain
buildings/areas, must work around

-

-

-

The device can provide digital guidance for the family
during tour.
The device can take pictures, video or even record
audio for memories during the visit, which can be sent
to the family later on.
Children can use the device to watch videos or play
games that can help educate them in the High.
The device can even have an augmented reality
function, which helps the family have a better
experience when enjoying the art.

-

Key points for the family/group can be highlighted and
ordered.
Specific adult time and kid time can be planned manage flow/story.
Timings can be managed to assist with flow of certain
types of people at certain times.
Checking off key waypoints along the way achieves a
candy reward - treasure hunt approach.
A pick ‘n’ mix approach to the
visit/experience/activities for each family member.
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